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A research team led by Prof. Zhao Fangqing from the Beijing Institute of Life Sciences of the Chinese Academy of Sciences has proposed a new algorithm (NetMoss) for efficient integration of ...
Researchers propose new method for large-scale data integration and biomarker identification
The Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias (IAC) led the development of a new numerical procedure to reproduce the intergalactic medium obtained from a cosmological simulation of 100,000 hours of ...
Algorithm simulates the intergalactic medium of the universe
By using Market Brew’s new, machine-learning SEO tool that identifies the biases and weights of active algorithm changes ... Today’s SEO professionals are often limited by the data that Google shares, ...
6 New Market Brew SEO Tools That Predict Google Algorithm Update Impacts
A new study by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Beijing Institute of Life Sciences has suggested a new method (NetMoss) for efficiently integrating large-scale microbiome data with biomarker ...
Researchers suggest new method for large-scale data integration and identifying biomarkers
The BAAI Conference 2022 kicked off at 9:00 am on May 31 in Beijing and ran through June 2. AI experts, industry leaders, young talents and international delegates joined the virtual gathering and ...
200+ World-Class AI Experts at BAAI 2022: ‘AI Life’, Multimodal Models, AI for Science, Autonomous Driving and More!
The mathematical structure of the algorithms underpinning the decentralised authority ... Even in the event of an IAM system breach, the attacker would only gain access to some user data – not the ...
Systems Are ‘Guarding’ Your Data in Cyberspace but Who Is Guarding These Guards?
Digital adoption by consumers and businesses in the wake of the pandemic, the rise of younger tech-savvy leaders and the startup revolution are driving innovation across industries. This is leading to ...
The present and future of India’s tech talent crunch
Artificial Intelligence(AI), as far as we can apprehend the concept, is to redefine our existence and activities through automation, data learning, and improved handling of many human tasks. But over ...
Blockchain And AI Can Be Integrated To Aid Data Privacy
A team of researchers led by Curtin University have joined forces to develop an artificial intelligence tool to improve the ...
AI set to tackle jetty and port corrosion across WA
The coming data dump will contain information about nearly two billion of the brightest objects in the sky. The release will supercharge the mapping of our Milky Way galaxy, exper ...
New trove of data from Europe's Gaia mission will lead to best Milky Way map ever
A team of researchers led by Western Australia’s Curtin University have joined forces to develop an artificial intelligence tool to improve the maintenance of marine structures such as jetties and ...
AI tool to be used to tackle jetty and port corrosion across WA
As technology advances, content in the metaverse will become indistinguishable from reality. How do we stop bad actors from controlling the photo-realistic virtual versions of us?
Web3 is crucial for data sovereignty in the metaverse
While the vehicle traffic management industry is still recovering from reduced government spending during the pandemic, it is set for solid and structural ...
LiDAR, AI, Edge Cloud, and 5G Key in Vehicle Traffic Management Revenue Growth to US$4.9 Billion by 2026
Brains apply "data compression" to maximize performance and minimize cost when making decisions, according to a study published Monday that could affect future research into artificial intelligence.
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